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FWC'S COLIN TURNER AT Z-DAY

2018!

March madness is upon us here at FWC HQ with some pretty exciting news,
including how to get your hands on F-Day the audiobook for free, details of
Colin's new spot on Wake Up World Education's Solutions program, and our call
for a new Magna Carta (which we've already written of course!).

But first, this April 7 marks the 10th annual Zeitgeist Day (Z-Day), a global
awareness event that provides a platform for prominent speakers and guests
from around the world to discuss solutions to today's biggest issues. This year it's
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in Frankfurt, Germany and we're thrilled to announce our very own Free World
Charter founder Colin Turner has been invited as guest speaker!

Get tickets ➝➝

F-DAY AUDIOBOOK: GET IT FREE WITH AUDIBLE!

Here's a great tip for getting your hands on the new F-
Day audiobook for free! Simply sign up with Audible
and they'll give you a free audiobook of your choice as
part of their free trial offer. Remember, it's also
available on Amazon and iTunes, but to take
advantage of Audible's offer, start here...

See Audible listing ➝➝

WAKE UP WORLD EDUCATION SPEAKER: COLIN
TURNER

Free World Charter founder Colin Turner is now a
featured speaker for Wake Up World Education's
Solutions program, an initiative that aims to teach the
general public about positive alternative solutions to
today's global issues. Colin will be featured on the
program's online Solutions Circle, where speakers
have the chance to talk about their efforts and answer
questions from the public.

Learn more ➝➝

FREE WORLD CHARTER THE NEW MAGNA
CARTA?

The Magna Carta was originally written to ensure
people's rights in terms of civil liberties and taxation,
but it was also designed to prevent rulers being above
the law. Despite having been written just over 800
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years ago, it's still referred to today as a centrepiece of
democracy and human rights, but when you take a
look at our world today, has anything actually
changed? Is it time for a new Magna Carta?

Read the article ➝➝

SUPPORT US FROM JUST €2 PER MONTH!

With more businesses going bust, moving online and
dropping staff, more people are asking the question
what happens when it's no longer possible to work to
earn a living? And we have the answer:
Freeworlder.com. Imagine if all those things you work
so hard to be able to pay for were in abundance, freely
available, and all viewable in one place. That's
Freeworlder. We're working hard to make that happen
but we can't do it alone. Please donate just €2 per
month to help us ensure a real solution is there for us
when we need it.

Donate now ➝➝
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